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Nature: Single-atom Bit Forms Smallest Memory in the
World
Control of the Magnetic Moment of Single Atoms Is the Key to Compact Data Memories and
Quantum Computers
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The scanning tunneling microscope makes single holmium atoms on a platinum
surface visible. (Photo: KIT/T. Miyamachi)
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One atom equals one bit: According to this design principle, we
would like to construct magnetic data memories in the future.
Presently, a compound of several million atoms is needed to
stabilize a magnetic bit in a way that hard disk data are secure
for several years. However, researchers from KIT have just
made a big step towards a single-atom bit: They fixed a single
atom on a surface such that the magnetic spin remained stable
for ten minutes. Their report is published in the current issue of
the Nature magazine (DOI 10.1038/nature12759).
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“Often, a single atom fixed to a substrate is so sensitive that its
magnetic orientation is stable for fractions of a microsecond (200
nanoseconds) only,” Wulf Wulfhekel from Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT) explains. Together with colleagues from Halle, he
has now succeeded in extending this period by a factor of about a
billion to several minutes. “This does not only open up the possibility
of designing more compact computer memories, but could also be
the basis for the setup of quantum computers,” Wulfhekel says.
Quantum computers are based on quantum physics properties of
atomic systems. In theory at least, their speed might exceed that of
classical computers by several factors.
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In their experiment, the researchers placed a single holmium atom
onto a platinum substrate. At temperatures close to absolute zero,
i.e. at about 1 degree Kelvin, they measured the magnetic orientation of the atom using the fine tip of a scanning tunneling microscope. The magnetic spin changed after about 10 minutes only.
“Hence, the magnetic spin of the system is stable for a period that is
about a billion times longer than that of comparable atomic systems,” Wulfhekel emphasizes. For the experiment, a novel scanning
tunneling microscope of KIT was applied. Thanks to its special cooling system for the temperature range close to absolute zero, it is
nearly vibration-free and allows for long measurement times.
“To stabilize the magnetic moment for longer periods of time, we
suppressed the impact of the surroundings on the atom,” Arthur
Ernst from the Max Planck Institute of Microstructure Physics explains. He performed theoretical calculations for the experiment.
Normally, the electrons of the substrate and of the atom interact
quantum-mechanically and destabilize the spin of the atom within
microseconds or even faster. When using holmium and platinum at
low temperatures, disturbing interactions are excluded due to the
symmetry properties of the quantum system. “In principle, holmium
and platinum are invisible to each other as far as spin scattering is
concerned,” Ernst says. Now, the holmium spin might be adjusted
and information might be written by means of external magnetic
fields. This would be the prerequisite for the development of compact data memories or quantum computers.
Stabilizing the magnetic moment of single holmium atoms by symmetry, T. Miyamachi et al., DOI: 10/1038/nature12759
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation
according to the legislation of the state of Baden-Württemberg.
It fulfills the mission of a university and the mission of a national research center of the Helmholtz Association. Research
activities focus on energy, the natural and built environment as
well as on society and technology and cover the whole range
extending from fundamental aspects to application. With about
9000 employees, including nearly 6000 staff members in the
science and education sector, and 24000 students, KIT is one
of the biggest research and education institutions in Europe.
Work of KIT is based on the knowledge triangle of research,
teaching, and innovation.
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This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu.
The photo of printing quality may be downloaded under www.kit.edu
or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49 721 608-4
7414. The photo may be used in the context given above exclusively.
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